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In previous reports (1 ), (2) , we have shown that there was a rela
tionship between trough development at the 300 mb level and the geomag» \ 
Betic index ACH during the period from October 1956 through March 1957c 
The association was as follows*

(1) Trou^is that appeared in  the Aleutian Islands-.Alaskan area tvos 
three or four days after an abrupt increase in geomagnetic 
activity are lik ely  to haves at fu ll development* larger values 
of the trough index 1^ than troughs that appear in the same area 
at other times0

(2) The developing troughs and ridges reach a maximum at about eight 
or nine days after the abrupt rise of geomagnetic activity which 
results in a maximum value of the contour index, 13 0 4 ,  on these 
daySo

(3) The maximum trough development is  lik ely  to be in the long wave 
trough position along the yest (A type) or east coast (B type) 
of North America about five days after f ir s t  appearing in the 
Aleutian Island=>Aleskan areaG

This year, tro u ts  were analyzed in exactly the seme fashionQ The 
dates of fir s t  appearances of troughs in the area bounded by 120°W and 
180*W and north of Uo* north were recorded,, Each trough was typed as A,
B, and C by two meteorologists, Sylvia Kgscove and Robert Brun9 using, 
as their reference guide 9 the typical trough development as shown in the 
Institute Technical Report No0 Uo These people had no prior knowledge 
of the behavior of the AqH during the period from October 1957 through 
March 19580

The trough index, (2), I*,, was calculated for each day of tha exis
tence of the trough until i t  either dissipated or moved past 0® west0 
The day o f the maximum Ifc was also noted0



Statistics of tho maximum the number of trough© by types,, the 
eastward motion and time of dissipation of troughs far 1956-57 and 1957-58 
are shown in Table I and Table Ho

TABLE I

Year
1956-57 1957-58

ft of troughs 5U 65
2 (Average max 

^Median max
.675
*575

o7?0
o55o

Median # of days to 
move past 0 degrees 
west

8 10

§ of troughs which 
dissipated 18(33$) 3U(52S)

Median if of days 
until dissipating 7 7

TABLE II

Type
Year

Total1956-57 1957-58

A 16 17 33

B 9 7 16

C 29 la 70

Total 5U 65 119

This year was characterized by a larger total number of troughs* but 
percentagewise fewer A«s and Bes0 Tho general circulation over the western 
hemisphere was more strongly zonal during 1957-58 as compared to 1956-57,



yet troughs appeared to move eastward at a slower rate this year—i t  took 
troughs in 1956-57 a median of 8 days to move past 0* west as compared to
10 in 1957-58 y but the unusual expansion of the circumpolar vortex (3) 
resulted in a pronounced southward sh ift of troughs in the westc Thus the 
slower longitudinal progression is  apparently explained by earth geometry 
rather than a slower linear speed o f trough motion0 The much greater 
number of dissipating troughs in 1957-58 is  d ifficu lt to explain and at 
this writing we cannot offer any hypothesis of the cause of this phenomenon

In our analysis of 1956-57 geomagnetic key days were defined as any 
day whan Aq  ̂ readied or exceeded 23 and had increased by an amount equal to 
or greater than 12 from its  value on tiie preceding day„ This year the 
criterion was met only 9 tiroes* as compared to 19 in 1956^57*

Figures la  and lb show the number of large troughs before and after 
magnetic key days chosen in the same fashion for both years0 Note that 
this year the criterion for describing a large trough is  one whose index 
ultimately reaches »800 or greater* In both years we see that large troughs 
tend to appear three or four days following magnetic disturbancesG

This year there were very few abrupt increases or 3harp peaks of the 
geomagnetic index Aq̂ 0 In order to include a ll the days this year when 
"magnetic storms'1 occurred, as described in the weekly TR reports, the 
magnetically selected key days were chosen when was equal to or greater 
than 21 and at sometime during the previous 3 days Aqjj had increased by an 
amount greater than or equal to 10o Using this criterion we found 6 addi
tional key days, making a total of 15 from October 1957 to March 19580 
Figure lc  shows the number of large troughs appearing before and after 
these Ach key days for 1957-580 Again there is  a peak three or four days 
following magnetic disturbances, though of lesser magnitude than in  the 
previous yearQ

In the next step we compared large, madium and small troughs with A ĵj 
key days to determine i f  they were distributed in a non-random fashion in  
1957-58 as they were in the p ilot study yearc Table I I I , a conventional 
contingency table, shews the distribution of large troughs ( i 0e0 those 
whose index ultimately reach o800 or greater), medium troughs (i»e0 those 
distributed around the median), and snail troughs ( i ce„ those which failed  
to reach a value of 1+ greater than ,]|50)o In the columns we have listed  
troughs as "AqH" ,  i f  they appeared in the Aleutian-Alaska area two, three 
or four days after an AqH key day and "No Ach”, troughs appeared in
the Aleutian~Alaska area at any other tirns0 The numbers in parentheses 
show the distribution when geomagnetic key days aro selected in  exactly 
the same manner as in the p ilot study* The unbracketed figures refer to 
the Irwer disturbance level criterion used to obtain the 15 -kev da vs of 1957“ 
58.
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TABLE in  
1957-58

Max I t AcH
No

aCH T ota l

>o800 11(8) H(lli) 22(22)
<*800
>oU5o 3(1) 16(18) 19(19)

*lt5o 3(2) 19(20) 22(22)
T ota l 17(11) U6(52) 63(63)

P -  oOOl (P « a012)

Both sets show an association of large troughs and geomagnetic distur
bances „ x2 tests applied to the "loosened11 Aqg criterion show that the 
probability j, Pa of finding a table that deviates from random frequencies 
as much or more than these is  o001o The P for the 1956-57 criterion is  
«012o

In the Table IV we show the distribution of troughs, this time by 
type, using the same nomenclature as in Table H I for the A ^  and No Aqjj 
columns0 Again, the distribution shows an association of A and B types 
following magnetic disturbances, but in tiiis case we would not consider the 
association, by its e lf  at lea st, as significant,.

TABLE IV 

1957-58

C

" ' lo  " -
Type ĈH AcH Total

A and 3 9(5) 15(19) 2l*(2i0
C 8(6) 32(35) ia (ia )

Total 17(11) 1*7 (5U) 65(65)

P « .10 (P • „li7)



In con c lu s ion , i t  appears that even though tha large seals circulation 
at 300 mb from October 1957 through March 1958 was considerably different 
from th at in  1956- 57,  once again the same relationship between geomagnetic 
disturbances and the development of perturbations at this level appears0 
As b e fo re  we may conclude that: following an abrupt increase in geomagnetic 
a c t iv i t y ,  troughs which appear in  the Aleutian-Alaskan area a few days after 
magnetic storms eventually became much larger troughs and at the time of 
th e ir  maximum development tend to  be located in the normal long wave trough 
p o s it io n s  along the west or east coasts of North America,
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